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Abstract
We analyze interactions between dark matter and standard model particles with spin one
mediators in an effective field theory framework. In this paper, we are considering dark particles
masses in the range from a few MeV to the mass of the Z boson. We use bounds from
different experiments: Z invisible decay width, relic density, direct detection experiments, and
indirect detection limits from the search of gamma-ray emissions and positron fluxes. We obtain
solutions corresponding to operators with antisymmetric tensor mediators that fulfill all those
requirements within our approach.
1 Introduction
All evidences of dark matter (DM) are purely gravitational [1–7] and -unfortunately- all direct
[8–14], indirect [15–25] and collider searches [26–29] for its detection have been unsuccessful so
far.
Usually, though not always [30], a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) [31, 32] is
the preferred DM candidate. This is because, under this paradigm, the coupling of dark sector
particles to the Standard Model (SM) is weak enough to avoid the direct and indirect detection
limits, yet sufficiently strong to generate a relic abundance complying with the one inferred from
measurements of the cosmic microwave background radiation (which requires annihilation cross
sections in the electroweak range). This is straightforwardly obtained in many popular new
physics scenarios at the TeV scale. Generally, one obtains DM masses in the range from a few
GeV to 1 TeV with the dark and SM sectors interacting through the exchange of mediators with
electroweak-strength couplings to both sectors; although DM masses, three orders of magnitude
smaller or larger can also be realized without fine-tuning the corresponding couplings [32].
In absence of any direct DM signal, the generality of the effective field theory (EFT)
approach may be advantageous (see e.g. refs. [33–37] in this context), as it only uses the
known SM symmetries and degrees of freedom, assuming that the typical energy of all relevant
processes lies below the mediator mass. Here we will continue exploring the phenomenological
consequences of the EFT scenario developed in ref. [38] for the interactions between SM and DM
particles with heavy mediators. In particular, we will focus on the case of spin-one mediators
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(either in the Proca or antisymmetric tensor representations), that has received considerably
less attention in the literature than the Higgs portal (see ref. [39] and references therein) and
neutrino portal [40–54] cases. According to the WIMP freeze-out scenario motivated above,
DM masses naturally lie in the GeV-TeV range. We will focus in this work in the low-energy
region that is the one most restricted by observations, with DM masses under MZ (we take this
upper bound instead of MH because in our EFT, considering only interactions with spin-one
mediators, the invisible Higgs decay width is not modified at leading order). In this case, even
the heavy mediators could eventually be found at the LHC.
For DM particle mass in this region the main observational/experimental constraints are:
the invisible Z decay width [55] 1, the observed relic density [55] and direct detection limits
from Xenon1T [56], PandaX [57], LUX [58], DarkSide-50 [59] and CRESST-III [60]. We also
employed recent indirect detection bounds (searching for excess gamma ray emissions) derived
from dwarf spheroidal galaxy observations released by the Fermi-LAT and DES Collaborations
[61]. We also used the results of indirect DM searches based on antimatter detection, specifically,
the limits on the annihilation cross section derived in ref. [62] using the AMS-02 data on the
positron flux [63].
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce the effective field theory that
we are using [38] and highlight the part interesting for our study and our conventions. Then,
in section 3 we compute the bounds that the invisible Z decay width puts on our several
possible DM candidates. After that, in section 4 we verify that the observed relic density can
be reproduced in the different cases. Next, in section 5 we analyze some observational limits:
in subsection 5.1 we check that direct detection bounds are respected; and in subsections 5.2
and 5.3 we consider the indirect bounds given by dwarf spheroidal galaxies and the positron
flux, respectively. We discuss our results and conclude in section 6.
2 Effective field theory
A simple way to ensure the dark sector contains a stable particle that will play the role of
DM is the following: we will assume [64, 65] that all dark fields transform non-trivially under
a symmetry group GDM (whose nature we will not need to specify), while all SM particles are
hypothesized to be GDM singlets. Also, we assume that all dark fields are singlets under the
SM gauge group GSM = SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1).
Effective field theory (EFT) formulations of dark matter interactions have proven to be a
convenient and popular way to quantify many bounds on dark matter [34, 37, 66–72]. We will
follow this approach, assuming that the SM-DM interactions are generated by the exchange of
heavy mediators that we take to be singlets under GDM × GSM. The interactions between the
dark and Standard-Model sectors then take the form
O = OSMOdark , (1)
where OSM,dark denote local operators composed of standard model and dark matter fields,
respectively (singlets under GSM,DM, respectively).
When constructing Odark we will assume [38] that the dark sector is composed of scalars Φ,
Dirac fermions Ψ and Proca vectors X, with the understanding that the dark sector present in
Nature may only contain a subset of these particles.
1Other W,Z boson decays give less restrictive constraints.
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Since all dark fields are assumed to transform non-trivially under GDM, Odark will contain
at least two fields. The list of the operators O of dimension ≤ 6 satisfying the above conditions
is given in table 1 [38].
dim. category operator(s)
4 I |ϕ|2(Φ†Φ)
II |ϕ|2Ψ¯Ψ |ϕ|2Φ3
5 III (Ψ¯Φ)(ϕT `)
IV BµνX
µνΦ BµνΨ¯σ
µνΨ
V |ϕ|2O(4)dark Φ2O(4)SM
6 VI (Ψ¯Φ2)(ϕT `) (Ψ¯Φ)/∂(ϕT `)
VII J µSMJdarkµ
VIII BµνO(4)µνdark
Table 1: Effective operator list up to dimension 6 involving dark and SM fields; ϕ stands for
the SM scalar isodoublet, B for the hypercharge gauge field, and ` is a left-handed lepton
isodoublet; also,  = iσ2, where σ2 is the corresponding Pauli matrix. Dark scalars, Dirac dark
fermions and vectors are denoted by Φ, Ψ and X, respectively. The vector currents operators
in category VII are defined in eq. (3), and the operators O(4)dark µν in category VIII are given in
eq. (2).
The O(4) of categories V and VIII represent dimension 4 local operator combinations of the
corresponding sector; the relevant ones for this work are:
O(4)dark µν ∈ {Φ†XµνΦ,ΦΨ¯σµνPL,RΨ, Ψ¯(γµ
←→D ν − γν←→D µ)PL,RΨ}. (2)
In category VII, J µSM, dark represents a dimension 3 vector current, either dark or standard:
J (ψ)µSM = ψ¯γµψ, J (ϕ)µSM = 12iϕ†
←→
D µϕ,
J (L,R)µdark = Ψ¯γµPL,RΨ, J (Φ)µdark = 12iΦ†
←→D µΦ,
(3)
where ψ denotes any SM fermion, D the covariant derivative in the standard sector, and D the
covariant derivative in the dark sector (replaced by an ordinary derivative if this sector is not
gauged).
We will assume that the full theory – composed of mediators, dark and standard sectors –
is renormalizable. Within the neutral-mediator paradigm one can determine by inspection [38]
that the operators in table 1 are generated at tree level 2 by scalar mediators (categories II an V),
2In category I, there is the Higgs-portal, renormalizable operator.
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fermion mediators (categories III and VI), vector mediators (category VII), or antisymmetric
tensors representing spin-one mediators (categories IV and VIII). In this work, we will focus
on operators with vector and antisymmetric tensor mediators because the models with scalar
and fermion mediators have already been studied extensively [34,37,49,66–74]. We emphasize
that the type of vector mediators we refer to do not correspond to dark photons [75,76], which
in the current scheme are members of the dark sector transforming non-trivially under Gdark,
while the vector mediators considered here are singlets under this group.
Discussing the detailed UV completion of this effective field theory is beyond the scope of
this work. Such completions have been discussed in the literature for the case of spin zero
mediators [77–79], fermion mediators [80] and vector mediators associated with a gauged B−L
current (see e.g. ref. [81] and references therein). The antisymmetric tensor mediator case3 can
be problematic because renormalizable theories require such fields to be coupled to a conserved
2-index current of dimension ≤ 3, which the SM does not possess. This issue can be addressed
by including additional degrees of freedom at higher energy scales [84].
The Lagrangian we use is conveniently separated into two parts:
• Terms involving dark fermions (Ψ):
LΨeff =
Υeff
Λ
BµνΨ¯σ
µνΨ +
AL,Reff
Λ2
ψ¯γµψΨ¯γ
µPL,RΨ +
κL,Reff
Λ2
BµνΨ¯(γ
µ←→D ν − γν←→D µ)PL,RΨ. (4)
• Terms involving dark bosons (X, Φ):
LΦ,Xeff =
ζeff
Λ
BµνX
µνΦ +
eff
Λ2
ψ¯γµψ
1
2i
Φ†
←→D µΦ. (5)
In the calculations below we generally adopt the single operator dominance hypothesis, for
example when computing ΓZ→Ψ¯Ψ, we first take Υeff 6= 0 and κL,Reff = 0 and then the opposite.
We comment of the combined effects of some operators in Sect. 6.
3 Invisible Z decay width
As noted in section 1 we consider DM masses below MZ , in which case the invisible decay
of the Z places important constraints on the parameters of our model related to operators in
categories IV and VIII of table 1.
Recently, ref. [85] improved the prediction of Bhabha scattering e+e− → e+e−, and when
accounted for, the corresponding changes modify the number of light neutrino species – as
determined from LEP measurement of the hadronic cross section at the Z peak; the new
value being Nν = (2.9975 ± 0.0074). Using these results the experimental value of the Z
invisible decay width becomes ΓinvZ = (501.03 ± 1.27) MeV, which includes the standard
decays to neutrino-antineutrino pairs and may include the decay to any other undetected
contributions. The theoretical value (SM) of the partial decay rate to a pair of neutrinos is
3In principle the operators obtained integrating these fields out do not need to come from loop-level processes
(see e. g. refs. [82, 83] for their appearance in string theory).
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Γ(Z → ν¯ν) = (167.15± 0.01) MeV [55]. Assuming the existence of three light active neutrinos,
this yields ΓinvZ − Γν¯νZ = (−0.42± 1.30) MeV. We will then use 4
ΓinvZ − Γν¯νZ = 2.13 MeV at 95%CL. (6)
3.1 Dark fermions
Using the operator BµνΨ¯σ
µνΨ in eq. (4) to calculate Z → Ψ¯Ψ we get the matrix element
squared
|M|2 = 8Υ
2
eff sin
2 θW
3Λ2
m2Z(8m
2
Ψ +m
2
Z), (7)
that we use to write the effective Lagrangian coefficient in terms of the partial decay width:
Υeff
Λ
=
{
6piΓZ→Ψ¯Ψ
sin2 θW (8m2Ψ +m
2
Z)
√
m2Z − 4m2Ψ
} 1
2
. (8)
Using eq. (6) for ΓZ→Ψ¯Ψ and mZ = 91.1876(21) GeV [55], we plot in fig. 1 the region allowed
by this constraint in the mΨ −Υeff/Λ plane (shaded blue area).
0 10 20 30 40
mΨ[GeV]
0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
0.0004
0.0005
ΥeffΛ [GeV-1]
Figure 1: Effective coupling Υeff/Λ as a function of the dark fermion mass, compatible with
the invisible decay width of the Z boson (blue area) and the observed relic density (brown
dots)—see section 4 for further detail—.
If we use the operator BµνΨ¯(γµ
←→D ν − γν←→D µ)PL,RΨ we get the following expression
ΓZ→Ψ¯Ψ =
sin2 θWm
2
Z
√
m2Z − 4m2Ψ
6piΛ4
[
m2Z
{
(κLeff)
2 + (κReff)
2
}
−m2Ψ
{(
κLeff
)2 − 6κLeffκReff + (κReff)2 }] .
(9)
4 Employing instead the value ΓinvZ = (499.0 ± 1.5) MeV reported in the PDG [55], we obtain
ΓinvZ − Γν¯νZ = 0.49 MeV at 95%CL.
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We take κLeff = κ
R
eff in order to reduce the number of free parameters, and we obtain
κL,Reff
Λ2
=
{
3piΓZ→Ψ¯Ψ
sin2 θWm2Z
√
m2Z − 4m2Ψ(2m2Ψ +m2Z)
} 1
2
, (10)
from which we obtain the allowed shaded (pink) region in fig. 2.
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Figure 2: κL,Reff /Λ
2 as a function of the dark fermion mass, compatible with the invisible decay
width of the Z boson (pink area) and the observed relic density (blue dots)—see section 4 for
further detail—.
Next we select benchmark values for the effective operator coefficients and values of Λ. To
motivate our choices consider, for example, the first term in eq. (4), generated at tree-level by
the exchange of a heavy antisymmetric tensor field, and for which we estimate the scale Λ using
fig. 1:
Υeff
Λ
∼ 4.4× 10−4GeV−1, (11)
that in the fundamental theory would have the form 5
Υeff
Λ
=
g1g2
Λ
(12)
where g1, g2 are the couplings in each vertex. We take the values of g1, g2 in the interval between
that of the electron charge g1,2 ∼ 0.3 and the weak coupling g1,2 ∼ 0.66, as our educated guess.
Using eq. (11) we then find6
230GeV < Λ < 1TeV. (13)
Later we will use these numbers as reference values, also when we combine contributions
of different operators, and to determine whether it is sufficient to work with the dimension 5
operators or if the operators of dimension 6 need to be considered as well. The estimated values
5A 1/Λ2 dependence is expected from the propagator of the heavy mediator, with mass of order Λ. The
coupling of the mediator to the B has a coefficient with dimensions of mass, which we assume to be g2Λ.
6Using the numbers in footnote 4 we get instead Λ ∈ [0.5, 2.2] TeV.
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of Λ represent the largest energy scale up to which our EFT can possibly be used. Since the
relevant scale for the processes that we consider is E . MZ , the ratio E/Λ is small enough to
disregard operators of dimension ≥ 7.
3.2 Dark Vector and Dark Scalar
Using the operator BµνX
µνΦ (category IV) in eq. (5), we compute Z → XΦ, and obtain
|M|2 = 4ζ
2
eff sin
2 θW
3M2Ω
{
1
2
(m2Z −m2Φ +m2X)2 +m2Xm2Z
}
, (14)
and the decay rate
Γ =
ζ2eff sin
2 θW
12pim3ZΛ
2
λ
1
2 (m2Z ,m
2
Φ,m
2
X)
{
1
2
(m2Z −m2Φ +m2X)2 +m2Xm2Z
}
, (15)
where λ(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2ab− 2bc− 2ca. Whence
ζeff
Λ
=
{
12pim3ZΓZ→XΦ
sin2 θWλ
1
2 (m2Z ,m
2
Φ,m
2
X)
[
1
2
(m2Z −m2Φ +m2X) +m2Xm2Z
]} 12 . (16)
As we did before, we use eq. (6) to constrain the ratio ζeff/Λ.
The above expression is a function of the masses of the vector and the scalar dark particles,
but we will explain later that the only interesting values are those when mΦ ∼ mX . In this
case, we obtain the allowed pink region in fig. 3.
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mΦ=mX[GeV]
0.0002
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0.0008
0.0010
0.0012
ζeffΛ [GeV-1]
Figure 3: Effective coupling ζeff/Λ as a function of the dark particles mass, compatible with the
invisible decay rate of the Z boson (pink area) and the observed relic density (violet dots)—see
section 4 for further detail—.
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4 Relic Density
We use micrOMEGAs code [86] to compute the relic abundance of dark matter in our EFT.
We use just one operator at a time, and we obtain the coefficient 7 in the Lagrangian — in
eqs. 4 and 5 — such that they reproduce the observed relic density [87]
ΩDMh
2 = 0.1193± 0.0009. (17)
4.1 Dark fermions
Proceeding as described above, and considering only the dimension 5 operator ∝ Υeff in eq. (4),
we get the dots in fig. 1. We can see that we have solutions compatible with both observations
in all the mass range we are analyzing. If we now use the operator with two fermionic currents,
J (ψ)µSM J (L,R)dark µ (category VII), we obtain the dots in fig. 4, where we assume ALeff = AReff. Finally,
the computation of the relic density considering the operator with derivative couplings ∝ κL,Reff
in eq. (4) (category VIII) generates the dots in fig. 2, where we take κLeff = κ
R
eff. In this case,
we find solutions when mΨ & 20 GeV. The case where we have both a dark scalar and a dark
vector is discussed in the next subsection.
The couplings of the operators not contributing to the invisible decay of the Z can be
estimated as in eq. (12)
g1,2 ∼ e, Λ ∼ 1TeV g1,2 ∼ 0.66, Λ ∼ 230GeV
g1g2/Λ
2 (GeV−2) ∼ 1.1× 10−7 8.4× 10−6
(18)
The values AL,Reff consistent with the above estimates can be obtained from fig. 4, where the
constant value showed by the blue line corresponds to the least restrictive condition in eq. (18)
and we observe that there are acceptable solutions when the fermion mass mΨ & 4 GeV; we
note that this corresponds to a “small” scale Λ and/or “large” couplings g1,2.
4.2 Dark Vector and Dark Scalar
Turning next to the effects of the category IV operator of dimension 5, ∝ ζeff in eq. (5), we
obtain the dots in fig. 3 where we use mX = mΦ; in this case we find suitable solutions for the
full range of masses that we are considering. In contrast, when mX and mΦ differ by a few GeV
or more, the model does not fit the constraints. This happens because, when mX ∼ mΦ, the
dominant process regulating the relic abundance is XΦ→ f¯f via an s-channel B exchange; the
cross section and invisible width are then ∝ 1/Λ4. In contrast, when mX > mΦ (mΦ > mX) the
dominant process is ΦΦ→ γγ (XX → γγ) via a t-channel X (Φ) exchange, which is quadratic
in the effective vertex, giving an annihilation cross section ∝ 1/Λ8 (the invisible width is still
∝ 1/Λ4), relic abundance constraint then requires a value of Λ too small to be consistent with
the Z width.
7Since the uncertainty in eq. (17) is small, this constraint fixes the operator coefficient for each choice of the
mass of the DM candidate(s).
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0 10 20 30 40
mΨ[GeV]
1.×10-6
5.×10-6
1.×10-5
5.×10-5
AL,RΛ2 [GeV-2]
Figure 4: Effective coupling
AL,Reff
Λ2
as a function of the dark fermion mass, compatible with the
observed relic density (purple dots) and compared to a reference value, eq. (18), shown by the
blue line.
4.3 Dark Scalar
In this case the relevant operator (proportional to eff in eq. (5)) is composed of a standard
fermionic current and a dark scalar current. Using this we obtain the dots in fig. 5, where the
horizontal line corresponds to the weaker estimate in eq. (18). Combining these results we find
that only masses mΦ & 36 GeV are consistent with the benchmark range in eq. (18) .
0 10 20 30 40
mΦ[GeV]
5.×10-6
1.×10-5
5.×10-5
1.×10-4
5.×10-4
ϵeffΛ2 [GeV-2]
Figure 5: Effective coupling eff
Λ2
as a function of the dark scalar mass, compatible with the
observed relic density (green dots) and compared to the reference value eq. (18), shown by the
blue line.
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4.4 Other operators
The remaining operators generated by spin one mediators differ from the ones treated so far
in the number of dark particles in the effective vertex. In category VIII we have BµνΦ†XµνΦ,
which contains 3 dark particles. In this case the invisible Z width constraint is easily met
because of the 3-body final state phase space suppression. The relic abundance (for mΦ ∼ mX)
is controlled by processes such as ΦΦ → Xψψ¯ and ΦX → Φψψ¯ with a virtual B coupling to
the standard fermions ψ; these rates are also phase-space suppressed requiring an unreasonable
small Λ in order to meet the experimental observations. The same issue arises with operator
BµνΦΨ¯σµνPL,RΨ. This situation is not a problem because, given a specific choice of DM
particle(s), these dimension 6 operators play a subdominant role (see the discussion at the
end of subsection 3.1). Inspection of figs. 4 and 5 reveals that suitable solutions can only be
obtained for the largest Λ ∼ 1 TeV. Because of this, we will neglect these subleading operators
in our subsequent analysis.8
5 Observational limits
In this section we discuss limits derived from several direct and indirect detection constraints;
we will use the following notation:
OP1 ≡ BµνΨ¯σµνΨ,
OP2 ≡ ψ¯γµψΨ¯γµPL,RΨ,
OP3 ≡ BµνΨ¯(γµ←→D ν − γν←→D µ)PL,RΨ,
OP4 ≡ BµνXµνΦ,
OP5 ≡ 1
2i
(
ψ¯γµψ
) (
Φ†
←→
∂ µΦ
)
. (19)
In the calculations below we will use the effective couplings that correctly reproduce the
relic density, eq. (17), as shown in the figures of sections 3 and 4. For the case of OP4 we only
consider the scenario where mX = mΦ, as discussed in subsection 4.2. We also consider the
combined contributions from dimension 5 and 6 operators when they contain the same DM
candidate; in such cases we adopt the following relationship between the scales Λ and operator
coefficients C:
Λdim 6 = Λdim 5 , Cdim6 = ±Cdim5, ; (20)
In these cases we find that the effects of the sign are negligible. We will again use the two
previously estimated values for Λ, in eq. (13), as benchmark points. However, since the value of
Λ has a greater impact in the subdominant operator, we find that its effects are also negligible.
5.1 Direct Detection Experiments
Currently the most stringent limit on spin-independent scattering cross sections of DM-nucleon
particles come from the XENON1T, DarkSide-50 and CRESST-III experiments. In order to
derive the implications for the effective theory under study we obtained the DM-nucleon cross
8Available freeware such as micrOMEGAs often assume a discrete symmetry within the dark sector to ensure
DM stability. This excludes these dimension 6 operators, and makes it difficult to calculate their effects in detail.
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Figure 6: WIMP cross sections (normalized to a single nucleon) for spin-independent coupling
versus mass. OP1, OP2, OP3 and OP5 are defined in eq. (19). When we combine operators,
we use Λ = 1 TeV. Operators not shown here have cross sections many orders of magnitude
below the current limits.
sections in the limit where the relative velocity goes to zero. We use micrOMEGAs [86] to
compute it.
Fig. 6 shows the values for the DM-nucleon scattering cross sections already excluded by
the DarkSide-50 [88], XENON1T [56] and CRESST-III [60] experiments, as well as the results
that we obtained for different operators. The notation used in this figure is defined in eq. (19).
We can see that the operators included in fig. 6 are ruled out in the mass range we are
considering, with the exception of a small region of very light masses. Operators not shown
in fig. 6 – OP1, OP3, OP1+OP3 and OP4 – have DM-nucleon cross sections many orders
of magnitude below the current limits from direct detection experiments. Therefore, in the
following, we will only consider those operators not shown in fig. 6.
5.2 Dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies
The dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies (dSphs) of the Milky Way are some of the most DM
dominated objects known. Due to their proximity, high DM content, and apparent absence of
non-thermal processes, dSphs are excellent targets for the indirect detection of DM. Recently,
eight new dSph candidates were discovered using the first year of data from the Dark Energy
Survey (DES). Ref. [61] searched for gamma-ray emission coincident with the positions of
these new objects in six years of Fermi Large Area Telescope data. No significant excesses of
gamma-ray emission were found. Individual and combined limits on the velocity-averaged DM
annihilation cross section for these new targets —assuming that the DES candidates are dSphs
with DM halo properties similar to the known dSphs— were also computed, as we can see in
fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Upper limits on the velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section at 95%CL for DM
annihilation to b¯b(left) and τ+τ−(right). The current best limits derived from a joint analysis of 15
previously known dSphs are also shown (black curve). For reference, we also display (dashed gray
curve) the thermal relic cross section derived by Steigman et al. [89].
We computed the non-relativistic (mDM  T ) thermally-averaged DM annihilation cross
sections 〈σv〉, using our effective operators OP1,3,4, and compared the results with the limits
mentioned before. The results are presented in figs. 8 and 9, where we can see that DM masses
in the intermediate region 10 GeV . mDM . 45 GeV are allowed.
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Figure 8: Restrictions from dSphs on the DM annihilation cross sections into τ+τ− for the portals
generated by OP1, OP3 and OP4, defined in eq. (19).
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Figure 9: Restrictions from dSphs on the DM annihilation cross sections into b¯b for the portals
generated by OP1, OP3 and OP4, defined in eq. (19).
5.3 Limits from AMS-02 positron measurements
The AMS-02 Collaboration has presented high-quality measurements of positron fluxes as well
as the positron fraction. Working under the well-motivated assumption that a background
positron flux exists from spallations of cosmic rays with the interstellar medium and from
astrophysical sources, ref. [62] used measurements of the positron flux to derive limits on the
dark matter annihilation cross section and lifetime for various final states (see also ref. [90]),
and extracted strong limits on DM properties. Specifically, for DM particles annihilating only
into e+e− or into µ+µ−, their bounds on the annihilation cross section are stronger than the
thermal value when the dark mass is in the range that we are considering. These limits are
shown in fig. 10, where the solid lines correspond to the best limits sampling over all energy
windows, while those shown with dashed lines were derived selecting windows containing only
energies larger than 10 GeV. The latter limits are only mildly affected by the modeling of the
solar modulation and are therefore more robust, so we will use them in the calculations below.
The comparison of the limits derived using the annihilation cross sections into e+e− and
µ+µ− final states and those computed with our effective operators are shown in figs. 11 and
12. Ref. [62] also derived limits for the final states τ+τ−, b¯b, but these are weaker than those
using the dSphs data.
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Figure 10: Limits on the annihilation cross section derived from the AMS-02 data on the positron fraction,
assuming the MED propagation model [91]. The limits shown as solid lines were derived from sampling over
various energy windows, while the dashed lines are from considering those windows including only data with
energies above 10 GeV.
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Figure 11: Restrictions from AMS-02 data on the DM annihilation cross sections into µ+µ− for the
portals generated by OP1, OP3 and OP4, defined in eq. (19).
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Figure 12: Restrictions from AMS-02 data on the DM annihilation cross sections into e+e− for the
portals generated by OP1, OP3 and OP4, defined in eq. (19).
6 Discussion and conclusions
From the various limits obtained in the sections above, we derive the following restrictions on
the operators listed in eq. (19) (items 1-5 below refer to OP1-5, respectively). The discussion
below refers only to values for the effective coupling coefficients that correctly reproduce the
relic density in eq. (17). A summary of our results9 is given in table 2.
1. We obtain a negligible direct detection cross sections when we use the operator BµνΨ¯σ
µνΨ
(OP1), many orders of magnitude below the bounds from current or future direct detection
experiments. The strongest constraint on this operator comes from thermally-averaged
DM annihilation cross section into e+e− (as we can see in fig. 12) that only allows masses
in the range ≈ 33− 44.5 GeV.
2. If we take the operator involving fermionic currents in both sectors in the operator
J µSMJdarkµ (OP2), we get values for the DM-nucleon cross sections that are already
excluded by experiments (cf. fig. 6). Therefore, we can rule out this operator for the
range of masses that we are considering.
3. When we use the operator BµνΨ¯(γ
µ←→D ν − γν←→D µ)PL,RΨ (OP3), we again get a negligible
direct detection cross section. The thermally-averaged DM annihilation cross section into
e+e− shown in fig. 12 excludes masses . 33 GeV and ∼ mZ/2.
4. For the operator BµνX
µνΦ (OP4), the case mX  mΦ is excluded by the relic abundance
constraint for all values in our mass range. When mΦ ' mX the limits from direct DM
9DM masses below 2 GeV are allowed for OP1 and OP4 because the updated value of ΓinvZ − Γν¯νZ used in
sect. 3. The previous result (footnote 4) excluded these regions of parameter space.
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detection searches are again irrelevant, but the thermally-averaged DM annihilation cross
section into e+e− excludes masses . 36 GeV and ∼ mZ/2 (fig. 12).
5. For the operator J µSMJdarkµ, with scalar dark current and fermionic SM current, (OP5),
the direct detection cross sections in the mass range we consider are excluded by the
current data, as show in fig. 6.
6. When we include operators OP1 and OP2 simultaneously (using the prescription of
eq. (20)), the limits from DarkSide and XENON1T exclude masses above ≈ 2 GeV 10.
7. Combining operators OP1 and OP3 (using eq. (20)), we get negligible DM-nucleon cross
sections. The strongest bounds come from the thermally-averaged DM annihilation cross
section into e+e− (fig 12), that excludes masses . 33 GeV and ∼ mZ/2.
8. Finally, we also explored the possibility of having operators OP2 and OP3. In that case,
all parameter space is forbidden by the results from direct detection experiments.
There are stringent limits on light dark particles from the ATLAS experiment [29]; however,
we did not use those results because they are highly model-dependent.
Operator Dim. DM candidate Allowed mass (GeV)
1.- BµνΨ¯σ
µνΨ 5 Ψ fermion ≈ 0.0025− 2,≈ 33− 44.5
2.- ψ¯γµψΨ¯γ
µPL,RΨ 6 Ψ fermion none
3.- BµνΨ¯(γµ
←→D ν − γν←→D µ)PL,RΨ 6 Ψ fermion ≈ 33− 44.5
4.- BµνX
µνΦ 5 vector X, scalar Φ ≈ 0.11− 2,≈ 36− 44.5
5.- ψ¯γµψ
1
2i
Φ†
←→D µΦ 6 scalar Φ none
1 + 2 5+6 Ψ fermion ≈ 0.0025− 2
1 + 3 5+6 Ψ fermion ≈ 0.0025− 2,≈ 33− 44.5
2 + 3 6 Ψ fermion none
Table 2: Summary of results obtained considering the Z invisible decay width, relic density,
direct detection experiments and indirect detection results from dSphs and positron flux
measurements. It is very important to note that we are considering masses of the dark particles
below the mass of the Z boson (MZ/2 ∼ 45.5 GeV, as they appear in charge conjugated pairs).
We see then that the combination of direct detection experiments and the constraints from
relic density, rule out the operators of category VII in table 1. In contrast, we found that all
10The invisible Z decay width bound eq. (6) is respected for DM masses as low as ∼ 2.5 MeV for the dimension
five operator, and the value of the corresponding dimensionless effective coupling still satisfies eq. (18) and
complies with the limits below ∼ 0.2 GeV derived in ref. [92].
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dimension 5 operator portals in category IV are compatible with the experimental constraints
—invisible decay width of the Z boson, DM relic density11, direct detection experiments, and
indirect limits coming from dSphs and positron flux measurements— for DM masses lighter
than MZ/2 and larger than ∼ 33 GeV. For the allowed operator portals, the most stringent
limits come from the thermally averaged DM annihilation cross section into e+e− as shown in
fig. 12. Besides, we can see that these operators have an allowed region for masses between
some MeV and 2 GeV, where the upper limit comes from the DM annihilation cross sections
into τ+τ− (cf. fig. 8), while the lower limits are due to the Z invisible decay width. As we
mentioned before, when we combine OP1+OP2 and OP1+OP3, the value of Λ has a negligible
effect, since OP1 completely dominates the interaction.
The results in table 2 look promising and warrant further exploration of the antisymmetric
tensor, spin-1 mediator portal with mass below mZ that, together with the better-studied Higgs,
fermion and vector portals may help unravel the DM puzzle, unsolved since 1933.
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